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Abstract 

Electrical discharges (or plasmas) have attracted researchers’ attention to improve combustion 

characteristics. One of its key effects, which is not fully understood yet, is the in-situ production 

of chemically reactive species. Since most related low temperature kinetic studies to-date have 

been performed under highly diluted conditions (> 99 %), here we present the inevitable and 

undesirable chemical effect of a balance gas (Ar, He, N2) on the plasma-chemical kinetics. We 

employ a zero dimensional plasma-chemical kinetics model in combination with a (detailed and 

reduced) H2/O2/Ar reaction mechanism. The presented results indicate that (dissociative) 

quenching of excited (metastable) states dominates the H2 and O2 dissociation processes under 

highly diluted conditions. Additionally, in the reduced field intensity (E/N) domain, the type and 

amount of the balance gas significantly alters the fraction of electron energy transferred to the 

other species in the mixture. Therefore, we propose essential steps for the design of future kinetic 

studies for plasma assisted combustion. 
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Non-equilibrium plasma discharges are increasingly studied to enhance combustion processes 

and reform fuels [1–3]. Electrical discharges can positively affect combustion phenomena, through 

electron impact reactions leading to the in-situ production of chemically reactive species, such as 

electrons, radicals, excited species, and ions. Plasma-chemical kinetic models, validated by 

experiments, are essential to develop a predictive tool for plasma assisted combustion. Following 

the communities best practices, several low temperature studies with plasma flow reactors have 

been performed under highly diluted conditions (> 99 %) with either Argon [4] or Helium [5]. 

Such highly diluted mixtures limit the temperature increase from the chemical reactions and thus 

allows an isothermal approximation. The key hypothesis of this approach is the balance gas being 

chemically inert and not affecting the system, which is reasonably valid for combustion processes. 

Here we show, however, why there is no chemically inert balance gas in plasma assisted 

combustion systems, and what the implications of the balance gas’ chemical effect are on the 

development of plasma-chemical kinetic models.  

To clarify the effect of the balance gas on the plasma chemistry, we present simulations using 

our in-house zero-dimensional (0D) plasma-chemical kinetics model (which incorporates the 

temperature increases due to chemical reactions) and H2/O2/Ar reaction mechanisms. The 

conditions in our simulations are based on a previous study [4], which investigated the plasma-

chemical kinetics of H2/O2 diluted with Ar (initial species mole percent: χ(H2)= 0.2 %, χ(O2) = 0.3 

%, and χ(Ar) = 99.5 %) using nano-second discharges. Figure 1 compares our simulations with 

these previous experimental and modeling results [4].  

Our simulations can reasonably well predict the experimental result reported by Tsolas et al. 

[4]. The difference at the lowest temperatures most probably originates from an overestimation of 

the H2 conversion in the simulations due to the uncertainties on the thermal mechanism at these 

temperatures and/or an underestimation in the experiments due to the measurement uncertainties. 

The improved prediction of the present modeling results most probably stems from the used 

plasma-chemical kinetic mechanism for Ar. Figure 1 shows the outlet mole fractions of H2 and O2 

for various initial temperatures. Full oxidation of H2 occurs above 850 K, while the observed 

partial conversion at lower temperatures is a result of plasma-chemical reactions. The 

corresponding reduced field intensity (E/N), defined by the electric field intensity (E) divided by 
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the number density of the gas (N), is also depicted in the upper x-axis for comparison; showing 

increased E/N with increased temperature for a fixed E.  

 

 

Fig. 1. H2 (blue) and O2 (red) mole fractions as a function of the initial temperature for a mixture of χ(Ar) = 

99.5%, χ(H2) = 0.2%, and χ(O2) = 0.3%, 1 kHz nano-second pulse discharges with 0.05 meV(molecule)–

1(pulse)–1 (± 30% represented by the shaded areas) as estimated energy deposition [4]. 

 

The detailed reaction mechanism (dashed lines) can be drastically reduced (solid lines), while 

maintaining similar predictions (Fig. 1). Because most of the electron energy is transferred to Ar 

(Fig. 2a), we intentionally remove all the direct electron impact reactions with H and O containing 

species (e.g., electron impact excitation/dissociation/ionization/attachment), as well as their 

respective ions and corresponding ion reactions (e.g., electron-ion recombination, ion-ion, and ion-

neutral reactions). This yields the reduced mechanism with 16 species involved in 75 reactions 

(see Supplementary material, Table S1 and S2), consisting of a pure thermal H2/O2 mechanism 

(USC mech2.0, 28 reactions) [6] extended with two O3-reactions, a simplified Ar mechanism (30 

reactions), and 15 dissociative quenching (or Penning dissociation) reactions of Ar metastable 

states with H2, O2, H2O and O3. Interestingly, there is almost no difference between the detailed 
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(33 species, 221 reactions) and reduced reaction mechanism, for this highly diluted case, due to 

the dominant effect of reactive excited metastable species on the chemistry.  

The reactivity of excited metastable species is definitely not a new concept. However, to-date 

the main focus has been on how excited states, such as O2(a
1∆g) and O(1D), can enhance the 

combustion process directly [1,2,7,8], as well as on how Ar can enhance it indirectly [1,2,4,7]. Or 

on how the presence of N2 and its excited states influence the energy distribution, excitation 

processes, and contributes to gas heating in plasma assisted combustion studies [1,2,8–10]. Here, 

however, we focus our attention on the flip side of the coin.  

These similar predictions between both mechanisms indicate the undesired—but inevitable—

effect of the balance gas in plasma assisted combustion, especially with respect to the development 

of plasma-chemical kinetic models. The excited metastable states of common balance gases (Ar 

[11], He [12], and N2 [13]) play a crucial role. For the conditions under study with Ar, most of the 

energetic electrons’ energy is transferred to electronically excite Ar, forming highly energetic 

metastable states, Ar* (Eq. 1). The collisional quenching rates of Ar* with H2 and O2 are four 

orders of magnitude faster than that with ground state Ar [14,15]. More importantly, collisional 

quenching of Ar* leads to the dissociation of H2 (Eq. 2) and O2 (Eq. 3).  

 

 e– + Ar → e– + Ar*, Ar* = Ar(4s), Ar(4p) (1) 

 Ar* + H2 → Ar + H + H  (2) 

 Ar* + O2 → Ar + O + O  (3) 

 

Hence, based on our results, we can conclude that Penning dissociation (Eqs. 2 and 3) prevails 

over all other direct electron impact and ion reactions with H2 and O2 in a highly diluted mixture. 

Therefore, this implies that (i) it is impossible to validate whether a reaction mechanism is actually 

accurate for such a highly diluted case, and (ii) it is impossible to extend a mechanism to other 

balance gases, due to the difference in reactivity of their excited (metastable) states. 

To detail the effect of the balance gas on the plasma physics, we discuss the fraction of the 

electron energy transferred to each species as a function of E/N (Fig. 2), which follows from the 
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electron energy distribution function (EEDF). For more information regarding the importance of 

both concepts in plasma assisted combustion, we refer to [2,7]. Note that the transferred energy to 

each species is a summation of all direct electron impact reactions. We use Ar, He, and N2, with 

various dilution rates (99.5, 90, and 10%), for a fixed 2/3 molar ratio of H2/O2. The threshold 

energies (e.g. ionization energy) and cross sections of the electron impact reactions are very 

different for each (balance) gas. As a result, the respective energy transfer to the balance gas, H2, 

and O2 varies drastically with a change in (or amount of) the balance gas. For example, at a 90% 

dilution rate (Fig. 2b, e, h), the portion of electron energy transferred to H2 and O2 is highest with 

He, and lowest with N2. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Fraction of the electron energy transferred to the balance gas (black), O2 (red), and H2 (blue) as a 

function of E/N for various dilutions. (E/N)c indicates where the energy transfer to O2 is at its maximum. 

Data is obtained with bolsig+ [16] using the Phelps database [17]. 
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At the same time, the amount of balance gas also significantly affects the fraction of electron 

energy transferred to H2 and O2; the fraction increases with decreasing dilution rate (Fig. 

2a→b→c). Therefore, with decreasing dilution rate we can expect a higher contribution of the 

direct electron impact reactions with H2 and O2 to the overall plasma assisted oxidation, and vice 

versa. In addition, the critical E/N value at which one can maximize the energy transfer to O2, 

(E/N)c, shifts to higher E/N as the dilution rate decreases (Fig. 2a→b→c); this is also true for the 

energy transfer to H2. Although the underlying physical and chemical effects of each balance gas 

are different, they all violate the chemically inert assumption. Ar* results in Penning dissociation; 

He* leads to Penning ionization; N2*(both vibrational and electronic excited) is involved in 

dissociation reactions.  

To summarize, for low temperature plasma assisted combustion, we highlighted the inevitable 

and significant chemical effect of a balance gas, which is generally considered as inert in 

combustion. First, the excited (metastable) states of a balance gas play a significant role in the 

chemical kinetics via collisional quenching reactions. Thus, we need to validate a reaction 

mechanism with various dilution rates, such that the effects of both direct electron impact reactions 

and indirect reactions via excited (metastable) states can be properly examined. Second, because 

the balance gas heavily influences the transferred electron energy to other species, the use of a 

practical mixture with N2 is essential. This is stressed even more by the already known significant 

effect of N2 excited states on the plasma chemistry [1,2,8–10]. For plasma assisted methane 

reforming, several kinetic studies in N2 are available [18–21]. Additionally, we showed that the 

dilution rate has a significant effect on the fraction of electron energy transferred to H2 and O2 as 

well as the critical E/N where the maximum energy transfer to H2 or O2 occurs. Last but not least, 

when using lower dilution rates, we need to consider the temperature increase in a 0D model, 

because this is coupled with E/N. Hence, it is necessary to simultaneously adapt the temperature 

and E/N for an accurate description of the electron energy transfer to the species in the mixture. 
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